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Dictation

Student Book p.3

 Stop the frog.
 I can slam the lid.
 Plop it in the pan.

 It is not the best plan.
 Drag it to the nest.
 I am glad to be a twin.

 He spilt the rest.
 It can be grim at the top.
 Flag it up as the best.

Consonant digraphs
Name                  Sound

‘sh’                    /sh/

‘ch’                    /ch/

‘th’ (voiced)       the     /TH/

‘th’ (voiceless)             /th/

‘wh’                    /w/      /hw/

‘ph’                    /f/       Stage Three

‘gh’ (and silent)            /f/       Stage Three

It will be noticed that all consonant digraphs contain an ‘h’. The
‘wh’ digraph is not usually given its /hw/ sound except in Scottish
English, and ‘ph’ and ‘gh’ are taught later.
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Words using consonant digraphs

Student Book p.4

Can be taught as onset and rime.

dish     such      crash     hush     slosh      chop
fish     much     flash      rush      thrush    

chat
wish             mash      brush     

chest
     

rich
             splash     crush     

                      blush     chap
                      plush     

chip
                      slush

} AP 1.61–1.62

Sight words

when said are who where you which

Dictation

Student Book p.4

 Where is the dog?
 Which is it?
 She got the cash.
 I wish I had that.

 When did you get it?
 He is such a rich man.
 He shut up the shop.
 Chop it up in the dish.

 She did not risk a crash.
 He had a lot of fish and chips.
 The thin man is in a rush.
 Where did you put it?.

More words using digraphs

Student Book p.5
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shin     shift     shop    shut     flush  
ship     shod    shun    brush    swish

ch  

chin     chug    chum     

th

cloth    than     they     thrust
froth    that     thin 

More words using blends

Student Book p.5

crest      bust      next      belt      crust     Fred
quest     just      text       felt       rust      

help
request    must     

self
      melt      

quit
      

film
fist       

rust
      himself    swim     quid      flex

mist      
trust

      
twelfth

    swift     equip     
held

twist      
thrust

             swig      
smog

     
result

exist      act       milk      swam             
adopt

insist     fact      silk      
lisp

      snip      
fret

cost
      exact     

left
       

crisp
     snap     

frost
      exactly    

lift
               snub     bred

lost
      expect    

loft
      sulk      snug     

scrap
       respect    

soft
      bulk      

prop
     

scrub
                               prod

} AP 1.63–1.73

Dictation

Student Book p.6

 The sun sets in the west.
 I am glad I went on that trip.
 You can sit at the desk.
 Did Fred run to the shed?
 Can you help me?
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